
T2K
The most advanced competition front sight on the market. 

The most advanced competition front sight on the market. Designed by David Tubb for use on the TUBB 2000, this sight

is also fast gaining popularity with AR-type rifle competitive shooters as it provides the correct elevation for even the

highest rear sight mounts.

The T2K Front Sight features robust construction, adequate height to help improve the

shooter’s head position, and adjustable elevation to allow making impact changes for

different yard lines with a minimum of rear sight elevation adjustments. This

allows the shooter to maintain the same stock cheekpiece settings, which allows

him to also maintain consistency in head position.

Index marks on both sides allow right or left installation. The T2K Front Sight

comes with two bases to allow its use on different rifles. It has a built in spirit level and

accepts 22mm threaded sight inserts. The level is positioned under the globe to allow for

unrestricted viewing through the globe as well as remaining easily visible to the shooter when viewed

through the rear sight when the shooter is in position.

The T2K Front Sight mounting area is sized 0.750 to attach directly to a TUBB 2000 muzzle or SightLine

Extension Tube, or can be opened up by a gunsmith or machinist to accommodate virtually any size mount-

ing area.
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Call 806/323-9488 with questions or to order. www.SuperiorShootingSystems.com
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Check out the T2K Long Range Rear Sight
and SightLine Extension Tube. There’s also
a specialty sight developed exclusively for
the needs of the AR15 Match Rifle shooter.


